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1 WASP Basics 
Before you use WASP it is appropriate to cover some basics about how the system works. Different 

areas of the system work in largely the same way so once you understand the basics you can apply 

these throughout the entire system.  

1.1 Insert / Change / Delete 
WASP uses a system where a table of data is displayed where you can add, edit and delete entries. 

To see how this works, let’s start with a simple screen. Select Creditors > Suppliers / Creditors 

Details from the main menu at the top of the screen. You will see the following screen: 

 

Highlighted in red are the Insert, Change and Delete buttons. Pressing the Insert button (or pressing 

the Insert key on the keyboard) will add a new entry which in this case will create a new supplier. 

Pressing the Change button (or pressing the Enter key) will edit the selected entry. Pressing the 

Delete button (or Delete key on keyboard) will delete the selected entry (after asking if you are 

sure). 

Now let’s visit the Debtors list. You can find this on the menu as Debtors > Customer/Debtor 

Details: 

 

As you can see, this screen has exactly the same Insert / Change / Delete buttons and works the 

same way. This convention works the same throughout the whole system. The only exceptions are 

where security (or good practice) would prevent you from doing something. Examples of this are 

deleting an invoice or editing a paid expense. 

1.2 Sort Orders 
Most tables in WASP have multiple “tabs” across the top of the window. These tabs control the 

order in which the data is sorted. If we go to the Debtors list (Debtors > Customer/Debtor Details), 

you can see the tabs as shown below: 
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In this case, the default order is the Customer Code (see 1.5 Codes and Lookups). If you clicked on 

the second tab, the order would change to Customer Name and so on. Different tables will have 

different tabs depending on how you need to find data. For example, Job Cards can be searched on 

Job Number, Customer or Vehicle Registration. Searching for data is covered below (see 1.3 

Incremental Searching). 

1.3 Incremental Searching 
To search for data in WASP, first you select an appropriate sort order (see 1.2 Sort Orders). Once you 

have done this, you can start typing what you’re search for. For example, if you were on the 

Customers/Debtors list and you had selected the By Name tab, you could begin to type the 

customer’s name. Searching is incremental. For example, if you typed C, it would show you the first 

customer whose name begins with C. If you then typed A, it would show you the first customer 

beginning with CA and so on. Finding data using this method can be very quick. 

1.4 Required Fields 
When creating new entries, it is mandatory to enter certain pieces of data. These are called required 

fields and you can see which fields they are by their yellow background. For example, when adding a 

new Debtor (Debtors > Customer/Debtor Details > Insert), the screen below is shown with red 

boxes around required fields: 

 

If all the required data is not entered before clicking on the update button, the record will not save 

and field will be highlighted ready for you to enter the data. It is not possible to save the data until 

all required fields are complete. 

1.5 Codes and Lookups 
WASP uses lookup codes for quicker entry of data. For example, when you need to select an 

employee in the software, you can either type the employee’s code (usually their initials so it’s 
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memorable) or use the lookup button to pick them from a list. An example of this can be seen when 

creating a Debtor (Debtors > Customer/Debtor Details > Insert). The Credit section of this screen is 

shown below with all the Lookups in red: 

 

The first lookup on this screen is the customer payment terms. You can define this list yourself 

(Manager > Terms Codes). For example, you may define the code 7 for a 7 Day Account, 30 for a 30 

Day Account and COD for Cash on Delivery terms. When entering this field on the debtors screen, 

you can just type the code in if you know it (e.g. COD) or you can press the button with 3 dots on it 

(called an ellipsis button) and WASP will show you a list of valid codes as shown below: 

 

On this list, you highlight a selection and press the Select button (or the Enter key on the keyboard). 

1.6 Tag Lists 
WASP uses Tag Lists to quickly select multiple items. An example of this can be seen on the Teledex 

> Customers > Batch SMS Customers menu. When you select this menu, you will see the following 

screen: 

 

This screen allows you to send SMS messages to multiple customers. You just need to select which 

ones you want to message. You can start by selecting your first entry and then pressing the Tag 

button (or the plus “+” key on the far right side of the keyboard). The entry will then be ticked and 

the selection will be moved down one. You repeat this process until you have selected all of your 

entries. If you tag an entry by mistake, you can untag it by pressing the Untag button (or pressing 

the minus “-“ key on the far right side of the keyboard). Some screens will also have a Tag All and 

Untag All button to save time when working with large lists.  
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Once all your entries are selected you can click the Process button (or the F3 key on the keyboard). 

This will perform whatever action is required. In the case of this example, the action is to send SMS 

messages.  

1.7 Print Preview 
All reports in WASP preview to the screen before being printed.  For example, if you print the Labour 

Task Catalogue list (Reports > Labour Task Catalogue) you will see a screen like this: 

 

We’ll discuss this screen in detail below. 

At the bottom of the screen, you’ll see the page count: 

 

In the above example, you can see we are viewing the first page of a 2 page report. 

At the top of the screen is the toolbar which controls the Print preview as shown below: 

 

The important buttons are: 

 

Print the report. You will be shown a screen that allows you to change the 
default printer and which pages to print. 

 
Cancel (i.e. don’t print anything). 

 
Print the current page only (to the default printer). 

 
Navigate through the pages (first page, back one page, forward one page 
and last page respectively). 

 

Email the report (as a PDF). You will be shown a screen to enter the email 
address, subject and any extra text you want to send. In most cases (e.g. 
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Invoices) the email address is automatically inserted. 

 

Set the Zoom level. The default zoom is Page Width. Clicking on the report 
itself will also toggle the zoom between Page Width and Full page. 

2 File maintenance 
There a number files of data that you will visit regularly in maintaining your system. These are 

covered below.  

All the main files have a menu option that allows you to add, view or change entries (see 1.1 Insert / 

Change / Delete). In addition to this, many files can be added to “on the fly”. For example, when 

creating a Vehicle Job Card, you are asked for the Vehicle’s Registration Number. If it exists you can 

just type it in or pick it from a list (see 1.5 Codes and Lookups). If it doesn’t exist you can press the 

Insert button (or key) and create one without having to leave the Job Card (more on this later). 

2.1 Editing Suppliers/Creditors 
The Suppliers/Creditors file is one of the important files in the software. Purchase Orders and 

Expenses require you to specify the supplier. To get to the list of Suppliers, select Creditors > 

Suppliers / Creditors Details from the menu. You will see the screen below: 

 

You use the standard Insert / Change / Delete functionality (see 1.1 Insert / Change / Delete) to 

maintain this table. When adding or changing a Supplier, you will see the following screen: 
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Each section of the screen will be explained further below. 

 

The Supplier’s screen has three tabs. The General tab contains most of the information about the 

Supplier (as shown above). The Notes tab gives you a page to keep notes about the Supplier (for 

example, any specially negotiated deals). The Notes tab shows in Red to indicate that notes are 

present. The Products tab shows the categories of parts that the Supplier sells. 

 

Each supplier must have a code. The code is usually some abbreviation of the Supplier’s name so 

that it’s easy to remember. If a supplier is also a customer, it is recommended to use the same code 

for both. The inactive checkbox allows you to mark a supplier that you no longer use. This hides 

them from all Lookup lists. Suppliers have to be hidden rather than deleted because deleting them 

would also require the deletion of expenses for that supplier. 

 

When entering the Supplier’s address, the Country has to be entered first as this determines the 

formatting of the address. Entering the Suburb will automatically lookup the post code (AU and NZ 

only). Suburbs can also be looked up using the ellipsis (…) button (see 1.5 Codes and Lookups). 

 

The Mobile field is used for WASP’s SMS function. If you use Skype™, you can hold down the Ctrl key 

on the keyboard and click the phone number to call this Supplier using Skype™. 

 

If the Supplier’s website is recorded here, you can hold the Ctrl key on the keyboard and click here to 

open up their website. 

 

Enter the primary contact details for the Supplier here.  

 

You can enter the Sales Contact of the supplier here. This may be different to the primary contact 

details above. 
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Here you can enter an alternative address to send remittances to. This is usually used for a PO Box 

address or where the supplier’s accounts department is at a different location. Just tick the checkbox 

to enable this feature. 

 

This allows you to record the details of the Supplier’s Bank. This is printed on Direct Deposit 

Remittance Advices so they can see where you’ve deposited the funds. 

 

Enter your account number with the supplier (i.e. the account code that they assign to you). You can 

also record the Supplier’s ABN (which is a requirement under Australian tax law for large 

remittances), whether or not they are an approved supplier (for QM systems) and your credit limit 

assigned to you by this supplier. 

 

Here you can enter the contact details for the Accounts Receivable staff at the supplier. 

 

WASP has integrated Capricorn Society functionality. You can indicate if this Supplier is a Capricorn 

Society supplier and their Supplier Number. Adding this data here will allow you to electronically 

reconcile your Capricorn Society statement. 

2.2 Editing Customers/Debtors 
The Customers/Debtors file allows access to all of your customer details. It’s a very important file as 

Invoices and Vehicles belong to customers. You can access the file from the Debtors > 

Customer/Debtor Details menu. When selecting the menu option, you will see the following screen: 
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Standard Insert/Change/Delete functionality (see 1.1 Insert / Change / Delete) applies to this screen. 

When inserting a new Customer or changing an existing one, you’ll see the following screen: 

 

Each section of this screen will be discussed in detail below. 

 

The Customer screen has three tabs. The first tab is General which contains all of the standard 

Customer details (shown above). The second tab shows notes about the customer. The tab will be 

shown in red if any notes are present. The last tab stores additional customer contacts. Each 

customer can have multiple contacts. The primary contact is maintained on the first tab and the 

others are maintained on the third tab. 

 

Each Customer must have a code. The code is usually some abbreviation of the Customer’s name so 

that it’s easy to remember. It is important to have a standard for determining Customer Codes so 

that you have uniformity throughout the system. If a customer is also a supplier, it is recommended 

to use the same code for both. The inactive checkbox allows you to mark a Customer that you no 

longer deal with as Inactive. This hides them from all Lookup lists. Customers have to be hidden 

rather than deleted because deleting them would also require the deletion of invoices, vehicles and 

service history for that Customer. 
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When a entering the Customer’s Billing address (i.e. where invoices are posted to), the Country has 

to be entered first as this determines the formatting of the address. Entering the Suburb will 

automatically lookup the post code (AU and NZ only). Suburbs can also be looked up using the 

ellipsis (…) button (see 1.5 Codes and Lookups). 

 

The entry of the Customer’s Shipping Address (i.e. where the product is sent) is exactly the same as 

the Customer’s Billing Address. Often both addresses will be the same. 

 

Each customer has 2 email addresses. One is for general correspondence (e.g. Service Reminders 

and Invoices) and the other is where Statements (showing their outstanding account) are sent. They 

can be the same if required. 

 

The Mobile field is used for WASP’s SMS function. If you use Skype™, you can hold down the Ctrl key 

on the keyboard and click the phone number to call this Customer using Skype™. 

 

The Print Remittance Advice with Invoice option allows you to print a Remittance Advice on the 

bottom of each invoice that the client can cut off and send back with their payment. This can be Yes, 

No or Separate Page (i.e. print the Remittance Advice on its own page).  

It is possible to control if the client gets statements and if so, are they emailed. You can also indicate 

the client’s preference to receive their invoices by email. If emailed invoices are selected, when 

printing the invoice you will be asked if you would like to email the invoice instead of printing it. This 

is a default and can be changed at the time of printing. 

 

The address that invoices are sent to is configurable for each client. The invoices can be sent to the 

Billing Address (on this screen), the Shipping Address (also on this screen) or the address on the Job 

Card (which can be edited when creating a Job Card). 
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The client’s payment terms (e.g. COD, 30 Days etc) can be stored and a credit limit assigned. If you 

have a formal credit application process, it is possible to record who sent the application (and when) 

and who approved the application (and when). 

 

WASP supports 6 different price codes for Labour and Parts etc. Normally 1 is retail and the other 

price levels (if used) are offered at increasing discounts. The terms for these are definable if you 

have your own preferences on the Manager > Price Codes menu. In addition to the 6 price levels, it 

is also possible to store a default Parts and Labour discount for each client (over and above their 

normal price level). 

 

Bank Details can be stored for each client. When receiving payments, these are used as the defaults 

so that you don’t have to enter them each time. 

 

If you are shipping products to a client you can store their shipping preference. You can also record 

the primary contact and how letters should be addressed to them. 

The client’s ABN (if they have one) can be stored and printed on invoices. WASP can also track who 

the Sales Representative for each Customer is. 

 

It is possible to determine if each client pays sales tax (GST). This defaults to yes for all clients. 

Turning it off would normally only happen for overseas sales (exports). The taxable setting is the 

default that applies to all invoices for this customer.  

If you have purchased the optional Insurance Invoicing module, you can define if this client is an 

insurance company. Discussion of Insurance Invoicing is beyond the scope of these instructions. 

2.3 Editing Vehicles 
WASP has a file of all of your Customer’s Vehicles. This contains all of the details about each vehicle 

(make, model, year, colour etc) and also tracks Scheduled Activities (Service Reminders). The list of 
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vehicles is accessible from the Vehicles > Vehicle Details menu. When selected, the following screen 

is displayed. 

 

Whilst normal Insert / Change / Delete functionality (see 1.1 Insert / Change / Delete) works here, 

there is an additional list on the right hand side. This shows the list of services due for currently 

highlighted vehicle. When you insert or change a Vehicle the following screen is displayed: 

 

We’ll discuss each section of this screen below. 

 

This screen has three tabs. The first tab is General which shows most of the details about the vehicle 

(as shown above). The second tab allows you to store notes about this specific vehicle. The tab will 

be shown in red if notes are present. The third tab contains a list of linked documents (usually PDFs 

and JPGs) which can be tagged onto the vehicle from a central list. The document feature is only 

available if you have purchased the optional Imaging module. 

 

Each Vehicle must have its own unique identifier. This is almost always the Registration number of 

the Vehicle but could be a stock number if working on unregistered vehicles.  
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Each Vehicle belongs to a Customer (see 2.2 Editing Customers/Debtors). Customers and Vehicles 

are handled separately so that one Customer can own multiple Vehicles. This also allows the 

transferring of a Vehicle from one Customer to another. Either type the customer’s code or use the 

lookup feature (see 1.5 Codes and Lookups). If the Customer is new, it is possible to create the 

Customer by inserting them on the Lookup Window.  

 

For each Vehicle, you can record the make and model. The make is a lookup (see 1.5 Codes and 

Lookups) but you can usually just type the first 3 characters of the make. Model can also be looked 

up (if you have built a model list) or you can just type in anything you want. Makes and Models can 

be edited using the Vehicles > Makes & Models > Makes and Vehicles > Makes & Models > Models 

menu items respectively. Month and year of manufacture (mm/yyyy) can also be recorded. 

 

These four fields are user-definable (indicated by the blue text). You can change the label of these 

fields by selecting Manager > Control System Default > Default Values (Tab) from the menu. 

 

Vehicles that are no longer active (i.e. the customer sold the vehicle) can be marked as Inactive. This 

hides them from all Lookup lists. Vehicles have to be hidden rather than deleted because deleting 

them would also require the deletion of past jobs and invoices for that Vehicle. 

2.3.1 Adding Scheduled Activities (Service Reminders) to Vehicles 

 

This allows you to add Scheduled Activities (Service Reminders). Each Vehicle can have multiple 

reminders. For example a Vehicle may have a normal 6 monthly service reminder plus an annual 

roadworthiness test.  

In order to use Scheduled Activities, you must first have defined a list of what activities you offer. 

You can do this on the Manager > Scheduled Activity menu. Once these are defined you can use the 

standard Insert / Change / Delete functionality (see 1.1 Insert / Change / Delete) to choose what 

activities apply. After clicking Insert or Change you will see the following screen: 
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First you pick which activity applies to this vehicle (from the list defined on the Manager > 

Scheduled Activity menu). You should then enter the time interval (in months). The time interval is 

used for calculating the vehicle’s next service date for reminders.  You can enter the last date and 

next date (which will default to a calculated date based on interval and last date). Finally, the 

previous odometer reading and interval (usually in km) can be entered.  

Scheduled Activities are based on dates only. Whilst clients are advised both a date and an odometer 

reading, the software does not know how many km the client has travelled since the last service so 

can only send a reminder once the specified time interval has passed. Odometer readings are 

entered here only so the client can be advised at what distance the next service is due (in case they 

are doing an above average rate of kilometres and will be due before the time interval has elapsed). 

 

These checkboxes allow you to determine how the client wishes to be reminded for Scheduled 

Activities. You can choose from printed letters, emails or SMS or any combination of these (e.g. the 

client can receive both emails and a SMS if they prefer). 

2.4 Editing Stock / Inventory 
WASP has a complete Inventory system. It can track any number of items. These items can be 

diminishing (if required). Stock takes and reordering are also supported. The Stock List is accessible 

from the Stock > Stock / Inventory menu option. When you select that menu option you will see this 

screen: 

 

To edit this list you can use the standard Insert / Change / Delete functionality (see 1.1 Insert / 

Change / Delete). When you insert or change a Stock Item, you will see the following screen: 
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We’ll discuss each section of the screen in detail below. 

 

This screen has three tabs. The first is for defining most of the details about the stock item you are 

editing.  The second tab stores information about the various suppliers that you can source this item 

from and also has notes. The third tab allows you attach images to this stock item (usually PDF 

documents and JPG photos) if you have purchased the optional Imaging Module. 

 

Each stock item must have its own unique code. This can be whatever you want. It is recommended 

that you use something memorable. When adding parts to Job Cards, this will often be done by 

entering the item’s code so something that is easily remembered is important. Sometimes it will 

make sense to use the supplier’s part number.  

Each item also requires a description. There is also a short description. This is intended for a future 

POS Module.  

WASP supports the supersession of parts. The new stock code is entered into the supersession field. 

So, when you sell this part, WASP will tell you that the part has been superseded and ask if you want 

to use the new part instead. Parts can be superseded multiple times and WASP will follow the 

supersession chain. 

  

It is possible to override the sales tax (GST) rate for this individual part if this part is exempt of sales 

tax. 

Stock items can be diminishing or non-diminishing. If an item is diminishing, its balance reduces each 

time you sell it and increases each time you receive stock. This is an important setting as restrictions 

apply when changing from one to the other. If an item is diminishing, you must have enough stock 

on hand in order to be able to finalise the invoice for that job. Because of this, you must be sure to 

be receiving stock as it arrives and periodically doing stock takes.  

Whilst inventory is an important asset to your business, it is recommended that you strike a balance 

between diminishing and non-diminishing items. New users often start off with all items as non-

diminishing and change some items to diminishing later if required. 
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Stock items can be categorised and their locations recorded. These are both lookups (see 1.5 Codes 

and Lookups). The lists for these lookups can be found on the Stock > Stock Categories and Stock > 

Stock Locations menu items respectively. 

You can also record the Stocking Unit (e.g. EA, LT, Pack etc) and the stock item’s make and model. 

 

Each item has a General Ledger account to record the sales income from this stock item. If it is a 

diminishing item there is also a General Ledger account to record the expense (Cost of Goods) into 

when the item is sold. Defaults from your global configuration settings are supplied but these can be 

changed if more breakdown of income and expenses are required. 

 

If you enable checking, WASP can check that this stock item is not sold for below the minimum level 

of mark-up defined. This is a safety mechanism to protect your margin on products. Each of the 6 

prices codes can have its own minimum mark-up percentage. 

 

For diminishing stock items you can define a minimum and maximum stock level for automatic 

reordering. The convention is that once the item falls below the minimum level, stock is reordered at 

a quantity to bring you back to your maximum level. The aim is to set the minimum level so that 

when a reorder is triggered you will have enough stock to last until the order arrives. 

WASP works on average cost system. Additional details about the current level of a stock item are 

also shown here. A full discussion of WASP stock handling including the General Ledger implications 

is available in a separate document. 

 

Each stock item has 6 prices to reflect the 6 different price codes. You can enter either the price 

inclusive or exclusive of sales tax (the other will be calculated). Additionally, you can enter a mark-up 

percentage figure and press the corresponding Mark-up button to have WASP calculate a price for 

you based on the specified mark-up percentage. The descriptions for the price codes are user-

definable and can be set on the Manager > Price Codes menu. 
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The inactive checkbox allows you to mark a Stock Item that you no longer carry as Inactive. This 

hides them from all Lookup lists. Stock items have to be hidden rather than deleted because deleting 

them would also require the deletion of past job lines and stock movements for that Stock Item. 

 

You can store up to 6 suppliers (along with their stock codes and prices) for each stock item. The first 

supplier’s stock code can also be entered when adding stock items to job cards. If a supplier’s stock 

code is entered, WASP internally translates this back to your own stock code. This is located on the 

second tab. 

 

Notes are available for stock items. Each stock item has its own notes area (on the second tab).  

2.5 Editing the Labour Task Catalogue 
WASP’s Labour Task Catalogue is a list of Labour Items that can be added to job cards. The list can be 

accessed from the Setup > Labour Task Catalogue menu option. When selected, you’ll see the 

following screen: 

 

To edit this list you can use the standard Insert / Change / Delete functionality (see 1.1 Insert / 

Change / Delete). When you insert or change a Labour Item, you will see the following screen: 
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We’ll discuss each section of the screen in detail below.

 

Each labour item must have its own unique code. This can be whatever you want. It is recommended 

that you use something memorable. When adding labour items to Job Cards, this will often be done 

by entering the item’s code so something that is easily remembered is important.  

Each item also requires a description. It is recommended to make this as descriptive as possible so 

that you can justify the time spent to your client. Labour is often measure in hours but it is possible 

to define an alternative unit (eg EACH). This is useful for items that are a fixed price or where you 

don’t want to disclose the time (other than what is implied by the price) to your client. 

 

Each labour item has 6 prices to reflect the 6 different price codes. You can enter either the price 

inclusive or exclusive of sales tax (the other will be calculated). The descriptions for the price codes 

are user-definable and can be set on the Manager > Price Codes menu. 

 

Each labour item has a target time. This figure is printed on the job card so the technician knows 

how long they have to complete the task. The time is internal and not shown to the client. The time 

is entered in hours and minutes (hh:mm). The decimal equivalent of the time is shown next to the 

entered value. 

A cost rate is recorded for each labour item. Cost rates are used rather than entering the actual cost 

in dollars so that when costs change you can just change the cost rate and all labour items that use 

that rate will automatically reflect that cost. The cost rate field is a lookup (see 1.5 Codes and 

Lookups). You can either enter the code or use the lookup button. The cost rates can be edited on 

the Manager > Labour Task Rates menu option. The cost of the labour item is the target time in 

hours multiplied by the hourly rate. 

 

A General Ledger Account Code for the account that receives the revenue from this item needs to be 

entered. A default from your global configuration settings is supplied but this can be changed if 

more breakdown of income is required. It is possible to override the sales tax (GST) rate for this 

individual labour item if this item is exempt of sales tax. 
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The inactive checkbox allows you to mark a Labour Item that you no longer sell as Inactive. This 

hides them from all Lookup lists. Labour items have to be hidden rather than deleted because 

deleting them would also require the deletion of past job lines that used that item. 

2.6 Editing the Sublet Services Catalogue 
WASP’s Sublet Services Catalogue is a list of Sublet Services that can be added to job cards. When 

adding sublet items to jobs the Sublet Code is optional so this file is not a requirement. However, if 

you regularly sublet out work, it’s worth adding the items in here to save typing and remembering 

prices. The list can be accessed from the Setup > Sublet Services Catalogue menu option. When 

selected, you’ll see the following screen: 

 

To edit this list you can use the standard Insert / Change / Delete functionality (see 1.1 Insert / 

Change / Delete). When you insert or change a Labour Item, you will see the following screen: 

 

We’ll discuss each section of the screen in detail below. 

 

Each sublet item must have its own unique code. This can be whatever you want. It is recommended 

that you use something memorable. When adding sublet items to Job Cards, this will often be done 

by entering the item’s code so something that is easily remembered is important. Each item also 

requires a description. You can also define the unit of measure (e.g. EA or HR).  

 

Each sublet item has 6 prices to reflect the 6 different price codes. You can enter either the price 

inclusive or exclusive of sales tax (the other will be calculated). The descriptions for the price codes 

are user-definable and can be set on the Manager > Price Codes menu. 
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A General Ledger Account Code for both the account that receives the revenue and records the 

expense from this item needs to be entered. Defaults from your global configuration settings are 

supplied but these can be changed if more breakdown of income and expenses is required.  

A cost price (exclusive of GST) can be entered. It is possible to override the sales tax (GST) rate for 

this individual item if this item is exempt of sales tax.  

2.7 Editing the Extras Catalogue 
WASP’s Extras Catalogue is a list of Items that can be added to job cards. These are normally items 

that don’t fit into the other line type (Parts, Labour, Sublet etc). A good example of this are the 

various environment charges that can be passed onto clients. When adding Extras to jobs the Extra 

Code is optional so this file is not a requirement. If you regularly add Extra items sublet out work, it’s 

worth adding the items in here to save typing and remembering prices. The list can be accessed from 

the Setup > Extras Catalogue menu option. When selected, you’ll see the following screen: 

 

To edit this list you can use the standard Insert / Change / Delete functionality (see 1.1 Insert / 

Change / Delete). When you insert or change a Labour Item, you will see the following screen: 

 

We’ll discuss each section of the screen in detail below. 

 

Each extra item must have its own unique code. This can be whatever you want. It is recommended 

that you use something memorable. When adding extra items to Job Cards, this will often be done 

by entering the item’s code so something that is easily remembered is important. Each item also 

requires a description. You can also define the unit of measure (e.g. EA or HR). 
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Each extra item has 6 prices to reflect the 6 different price codes. You can enter either the price 

inclusive or exclusive of sales tax (the other will be calculated). The descriptions for the price codes 

are user-definable and can be set on the Manager > Price Codes menu.  

 

A General Ledger Account Code for both the account that receives the revenue and records the 

expense from this item needs to be entered. Defaults from your global configuration settings are 

supplied but these can be changed if more breakdown of income and expenses is required.  

A cost price (exclusive of GST) can be entered. It is possible to override the sales tax (GST) rate for 

this individual item if this item is exempt of sales tax.  

3 Job Cards 

3.1 W.I.P. Vs History 
Each job in WASP must either be in Work in Progress (WIP) or in History. All jobs start in WIP and 

then are moved automatically to History upon completion (i.e. invoicing). It’s also possible to 

manually remove jobs from WIP to History (provided it doesn’t have an incomplete invoice) and back 

again (i.e. to add another invoice or raise a credit). 

The WIP list is accessible from the Job Cards > Job Card – Work in Progress menu and looks like this: 

 

The Job Card History list is accessible from the Job Cards > Job Card – History menu and looks like 

this: 
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3.2 Creating a New Job Card 
To create a new Job you must first be at the WIP screen (Job Cards > Job Card – Work in Progress). 

Here you can Insert or Change (but not Delete) a Job card using the standard Insert / Change / 

Delete functionality (see 1.1 Insert / Change / Delete). 

3.2.1 Job Card Types (Account, Vehicle, Quick Vehicle or Quick Sale) 

When you insert a new Job Card (header) you are given an option of what sort of Job you want to 

create (as shown below): 

 

An Account Job Card is a Job Card that is charged to a customer but does not have a vehicle 

associated with it. These would be used where you made a sale to a customer but it has no 

association with one of their vehicles (e.g. they just purchased some motor oil). As there is no 

vehicle on this job, no service history is tracked. See 3.2.1.1 Creating an Account Job Card Header 

below for how to create an Account Job Card Header. 

A Vehicle Job Card is a Job Card that associated with a Vehicle. By picking a Vehicle from your Vehicle 

File (see 2.3 Editing Vehicles) WASP knows all the details about the Vehicle and also who the 

owner/Customer is (because all vehicles must be owned by customers) to send the completed 

invoice to them. Vehicle Job Cards allow for the recording of service history and the generation of 

Service Reminders for each vehicle. See 3.2.1.2 Creating a Vehicle Job Card Header below for how to 

create a Vehicle Job Card Header. 

A Quick Vehicle Job Card is similar to a Vehicle Job Card Header except it is optimised so that you can 

quickly create a Customer and/or Vehicle at the same time that you create the Job Card Header.  To 

make the process quicker, less information is asked for and some sensible defaults are chosen. This 

will be the most popular job type for Mechanical Workshops. Service History can be tracked and 

Service Reminders sent with this type of Job Header. See 3.2.1.3 Creating a Quick Vehicle Job Card 

Header below for how to create a Quick Vehicle Job Card Header. 

A Quick Sale Job Card is a way to create a Job Card with the absolute minimum amount of 

information. It is like an Account Job Card (and does in fact create one) but with almost no fields at 

all. It defaults to your COD client and is designed to be as quick as possible to create a job. Typically 
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it is used when someone who is not a regular client wants to buy an item off you (e.g. a car battery). 

See 3.2.1.4 Creating a Quick Sale Job Card Header below for how to create a Quick Sale Job Card. 

3.2.1.1 Creating an Account Job Card Header 

To be completed 

3.2.1.2 Creating a Vehicle Job Card Header 

When you insert a new Job Card and select Vehicle as the Job Type, you will see the following 

screen: 

 

We’ll discuss each section of this screen in detail below. 

 

This screen has four tabs. The first tab has all the details of the Job Card as shown above. The second 

tab contains notes about this job. This tab is red if notes are present. The third tab allows you to add 

images (PDF documents and JPG photo etc) to the Job Card if you have purchased the optional 

Imaging Module. The fourth tab stores wheel alignment readings. 

 

To start a Vehicle Job Card you must first provide the Registration Number or ID of the Vehicle (see 

2.3 Editing Vehicles). You can either type it in or use the Lookup functionality (see 1.5 Codes and 

Lookups). If this is the first time you’ve seen this vehicle, just type in the Registration Number and 

press Tab. That will open up the Lookup list and you can insert the vehicle (and even create the 

customer if required) and then select it to carry on with this job card. 

Once the vehicle is selected, the customer name and address details below are automatically filled in 

from the information that WASP has on file. If required, you also change it here. However, note that 

changing it here is only overriding it for this job and not updating the customer file. See 2.2 Editing 

Customers/Debtors and 2.3 Editing Vehicles if you want to change customers or vehicle details. 
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Each Job has a job description which can be useful looking at jobs in history. An order number can be 

entered if provided. The order number can be configured as a required field if your business requires 

them. Job Type allows you to classify each job (using a list created on the Manager > Job Types 

menu). It is possible to generate sales reports by Job Type. You can also record the source of work 

(e.g. passing trade, repeat customer, Yellow Pages, Google AdWords etc) for later marketing analysis 

(using a list created on the Setup > Source of Work menu). Each customer has a price code (from 1 

to 6) which will be filled from the customer file (see 2.2 Editing Customers/Debtors). It can be 

overridden for this job card if required. 

 

WASP has a calendar function.  By entering date and time a job is booked in and a date and time the 

job is required, the job will be shown on the calendar so that you can manage your workload. 

 

Scheduled Activities (Service Reminders) allow you record if this job is a regular scheduled 

repair/check. By indicating this, it is possible to calculate the next due date so that a reminder can be 

sent. 

Scheduled Activities will appear in this box if they are defined for this Vehicle (see 2.3.1 Adding 

Scheduled Activities (Service Reminders) to Vehicles). To indicate if this job is a Scheduled Activity, 

just click on the appropriate activity (if there is more than one) and click the Select button above the 

list. It is a requirement that the current odometer reading is entered before you can do this. 

 

This allows you to enter instructions to the technician that will be doing the job. For example, you 

might have a note that indicates that this client wants to see the removed parts. These notes print at 

the bottom of the job card. They do not show on the customer invoice. 

It is possible to build a list of standard items that can be tagged onto this list using the Setup > Job 

Card Instructions to Technician Details menu option. If you have a list of items, you can press the 

Tag Instruction Details button (or F5 key) and use the Tagging functionality (see 1.6 Tag Lists) to add 

text to this field. 
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This allows you to enter text that will appear on the bottom of the invoice. Usually it will be used to 

bring things to the client’s attention (e.g. Tyres require replacing at next service).  

It is possible to build a list of standard items that can be tagged onto this list using the Setup > 

Invoice Report to Customer Details menu option. If you have a list of items, you can press the Tag 

Report Details button (or F8 key) and use the Tagging functionality (see 1.6 Tag Lists) to add text to 

this field. 

It is also possible to apply formatting to the field (bold, underline, different fonts and colours etc) 

using the controls underneath this field. 

Once this Job Card Header is complete, you can either press the Update button to go back to the list 

of WIP or Press the Job Card Lines button (or F4 key) to jump straight to the Job Card Lines section of 

the Job (see 3.2.2 Adding Lines to a Job Card). 

3.2.1.3 Creating a Quick Vehicle Job Card Header 

When you insert a new Job Card and select Quick Vehicle as the Job Type, you will see the following 

screen: 

 

We’ll discuss each section of this screen in detail below. 

 

Firstly, you must enter the Vehicle’s Registration Number or look it up using the lookup button (see 

1.5 Codes and Lookups). If the Vehicle is in your Vehicle File (see 2.3 Editing Vehicles), its details will 

be looked up and filled in below. If it is not found (i.e. it’s new to you), a red word NEW will be 

displayed to the right as shown below: 
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If it is a new vehicle, you should enter as much information as you know about the vehicle (make, 

model, VIN  etc) in the fields below. This information will be used to create a new entry in the 

Vehicle File. If you later find out more details about the vehicle, you can edit your Vehicle File (see 

2.3 Editing Vehicles). 

 

Next you need to enter the Customer’s Code or look it up using the lookup button (see 1.5 Codes 

and Lookups). If the Customer is in your Customers file (see 2.2 Editing Customers/Debtors), its 

details will be looked up and filled in below. If the Customer Code is not found (i.e. they are new to 

you), a red word NEW will be displayed to the right as shown below: 

 

If it is a new customer, you should enter as much information as you know about the customer 

(address, phone, email etc) in the fields below. This information will be used to create a new entry in 

the Customer File. If you later find out more details about the customer, you can edit your Customer 

File (see 2.2 Editing Customers/Debtors). Please note that changing the customer information on the 

Job Card header will not update the Customer File (it only changes the Job Header). If you want to 

make changes to the Customer File rather than just this instance (i.e. the job card) you must edit the 

Customer File directly. 

 

Next we need to enter the details to complete the job card. Firstly, we need to enter the Job Type. 

Job Type allows you to classify each job (using a list created on the Manager > Job Types menu). It is 

possible to generate sales reports by Job Type. One of the Job Types can be marked as the default. 

This will be entered here to save you making a selection unless it’s anything other than the default. 

Each Job has a job description which can be useful looking at jobs in history. To save time, this 

description will be filled by the Job Type and can be overridden if more detail is required. 

WASP has a calendar function.  By entering date and time a job is booked in and a date and time the 

job is required, the job will be shown on the calendar so that you can manage your workload. To 

save time, this will default to today’s date starting at the start of the day and ending at the end of 
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the day. These can all be changed. Changing the start date will change the end date to the same date 

if it’s not already on or after that date. 

If this is a new vehicle, it will be created with the default service defined (see 2.3.1 Adding Scheduled 

Activities (Service Reminders) to Vehicles). If it is an existing vehicle, a drop down list of Scheduled 

Activities will be displayed that you can pick from. If this is a Scheduled Activity, you can tick the 

checkbox Select Activity to record this. To do this, you must first have entered the current odometer 

reading. If you don’t yet know it, you can do this when the job comes in by viewing the Job Card 

Header. 

 

This allows you to enter instructions to the technician that will be doing the job. For example, you 

might have a note that indicates that this client wants to see the removed parts. These notes print at 

the bottom of the job card. They do not show on the customer invoice. 

It is possible to build a list of standard items that can be tagged onto this list using the Setup > Job 

Card Instructions to Technician Details menu option. If you have a list of items, you can press the 

Tag Instruction Details button (or F5 key) and use the Tagging functionality (see 1.6 Tag Lists) to add 

text to this field. 

When you click on the OK button (or press the Enter key) to save this Job Card, a Vehicle Job Card 

Header will be created. If you defined a new Vehicle and/or Customer, they will also be created. 

3.2.1.4 Creating a Quick Sale Job Card Header 

A Quick Sale Job Card lets you create a job card with the minimum amount of information necessary. 

It usually used for COD sales where no additional details are required. When you create one, you will 

see the following screen: 

 

The screen defaults to your COD client but can be changed to another debtor if required. You can 

also enter an order number if required or just accept the default.  

When you click on the OK button (or press the Enter key) an Account Job Card (see 3.2.1.1 Creating 

an Account Job Card Header) is created with this information only. All other fields are blank or 

defaulted. You can change them afterwards if required. In addition to this an Invoice Type is added 

to the Job Card (see 3.2.2 Adding Lines to a Job Card) and you are taken automatically to adding a 

Stock Item (see 3.2.2.1Adding a Stock Item Line to a Job Card) to save time. You can cancel this if you 

wish to add another line type. 
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3.2.2 Adding Lines to a Job Card 

From the WIP Screen (Job Cards > Job Card – Work in Progress on the menu), you can press the Job 

Card Lines Button (or press the F4 key). If this is the first time you’ve done this for this job, you will 

see the following screen: 

 

This screen is asking you what type of Invoice you wish to create. The default (and most common) is 

an Invoice. There is a full list and explanation of Invoice Types in 3.3 Invoice Types. 

Once you have picked your Invoice Type you will be shown a blank Job Card Lines screen as follows: 

 

You can use the standard Insert / Change / Delete functionality (see 1.1 Insert / Change / Delete) to 

add or edit lines (items) on the Job Card. Whenever you click the Insert button (or press the insert 

key) you get the following screen: 
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This screen allows you to pick the type of line that you wish to add to the job card. Popular choices 

are explained below. 

3.2.2.1 Adding a Stock Item Line to a Job Card 

Stock Items are items defined in your Inventory File (see 2.4 Editing Stock / Inventory). These items 

can be either diminishing or non-diminishing. When selecting to add a Stock Item to a Job Card, the 

following screen is displayed: 

 

We’ll look at each section of this screen below. 

 

Firstly, you must specify the quantity of items to add to the Job Card (the default is 1). Next you must 

specify the Stock Code of item you wish to add. If you know the code, you can just type it. 

Alternatively, you can use can look it up (see 1.5 Codes and Lookups) from the Stock file (see 2.4 

Editing Stock / Inventory). Once a Stock Item is selected, its description and price will be filled it. The 

description can be overridden on this Job Card if required.  

 

By default, the price level is set to the price level that is defined for that customer (from 1-6). It can, 

if required, be overridden for this item. You can also override the price. Each customer has a default 

discount for parts defined on the Customer File (see 2.2 Editing Customers/Debtors). This can also be 

overridden for this item. 

Sales Tax (GST) is shown red on the right hand side. This will show either GST Inclusive or GST 

Exclusive depending on the configuration of your system. This is a global setting based on your 

preferences when you installed the system. Prices should be entered according to this method. 
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The tax rate shown will default based on your configuration (i.e. does GST apply in your region) and 

also the customer configuration (customers can be configured to be tax exempt). It can be changed 

on a line by line basis if required. 

 

It is possible to record details about the supplier of this part. To do so, click Enable Supplier Info and 

fill in the fields. This does not create an expense in Creditors. 

 

WASP allows you to hide lines on a job card. A hidden line does not show on invoices and does not 

impact the final price that a customer pays. The cost of line and Stock/Inventory is still taken into 

account in the usual way. 

3.2.2.2 Adding a Non-Stock Item to a Job Card 

A Non-Stock item is an item that is not in your Inventory File. Usually, these are items that you’ve 

purchased especially for this job and are not intending to sell again. When selecting to add a Non-

Stock Item to a Job Card, the following screen is displayed: 

 

We’ll look at each section of this screen below. 

 

Firstly, you must specify the quantity of items to add to the Job Card (the default is 1). Next there is 

space to enter a part code. As this is not a stock item there is no lookup and this field is optional. You 

can use it to enter the supplier’s part code. After this, you should type a description for your Non-

Stock Item.  
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As this is a product that you don’t normally stock, the sell price should be calculated. You can enter 

the unit price and mark-up and the sell price will be calculated. If the sell price is changed the mark-

up rate will be recalculated (based on the cost price and sell price). 

Sales Tax (GST) is shown red on the right hand side. This will show either GST Inclusive or GST 

Exclusive depending on the configuration of your system. This is a global setting based on your 

preferences when you installed the system. Prices should be entered according to this method. 

 

The tax rate shown will default based on your configuration (i.e. does GST apply in your region) and 

also the customer configuration (customers can be configured to be tax exempt). It can be changed 

on a line by line basis if required. 

 

It is possible to record details about the supplier of this part. To do so, click Enable Supplier Info and 

fill in the fields. This does not create an expense in Creditors. 

 

As this is not a stock item, WASP needs to be told where to record the sales income for this item in 

the General Ledger.  A default Account Code is provided from your global configuration settings. 

 

WASP allows you to hide lines on a job card. A hidden line does not show on invoices and does not 

impact the final price that a customer pays.  

3.2.2.3 Adding a Labour Line to a Job Card 

Labour Items are items defined in your Labour Task Catalogue File (see2.5 Editing the Labour Task 

Catalogue). These items can be anything from a single line item that all labour is recorded against 

(i.e. just a generic item called Labour) through to a large catalogue of procedures all with different 

prices. When selecting to add a labour Item to a Job Card, the following screen is displayed: 
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We’ll look at each section of this screen below. 

 

Firstly, you must specify the quantity of items to add to the Job Card (the default is 1). If the labour 

item is defined as a single hour then this value is the number of hours to charge the client. The 

number is entered as decimal hours (e.g. 1.5hrs is 1:30). Alternatively, if your Labour Task Catalogue 

item is a procedure then this value will be the quantity of those items.  

Next you must specify the Labour Task Catalogue code of item you wish to add. If you know the 

code, you can just type it. Alternatively, you can use can look it up (see 1.5 Codes and Lookups) from 

the Labour Task Catalogue file (see 2.5 Editing the Labour Task Catalogue). Once a labour Item is 

selected, its description and price will be filled it. The description can be overridden on this Job Card 

if required. 

 

By default, the price level is set to the price level that is defined for that customer (from 1-6). It can, 

if required, be overridden for this item. You can also override the price. Each customer has a default 

discount for labour defined on the Customer File (see 2.2 Editing Customers/Debtors). This can also 

be overridden for this item. 

Sales Tax (GST) is shown red on the right hand side. This will show either GST Inclusive or GST 

Exclusive depending on the configuration of your system. This is a global setting based on your 

preferences when you installed the system. Prices should be entered according to this method. 
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The tax rate shown will default based on your configuration (i.e. does GST apply in your region) and 

also the customer configuration (customers can be configured to be tax exempt). It can be changed 

on a line by line basis if required. 

 

WASP allows you to hide lines on a job card. A hidden line does not show on invoices and does not 

impact the final price that a customer pays.  

3.2.2.4 Adding a Sublet Line to a Job Card 

A Sublet Item is an item that you sublet to another organisation. They are defined in your Sublet 

Services Catalogue (see 2.6 Editing the Sublet Services Catalogue). When selecting to add a Sublet 

Service Item to a Job Card, the following screen is displayed: 

 

We’ll look at each section of this screen below. 

 

Firstly, you must specify the quantity of items to add to the Job Card (the default is 1). Next there is 

space to enter a Sublet Service code (see 2.6 Editing the Sublet Services Catalogue). The code is 

optional. You can press the F2 Button if you want to do a lookup (see 1.5 Codes and Lookups). After 

this, you should type a description for your Sublet Service (if you didn’t look one up or if you want to 

override it). 

 

The sell price can either be entered or calculated. You can enter the unit price and mark-up and the 

sell price will be calculated. If the sell price is changed the mark-up rate will be recalculated (based 

on the cost price and sell price). A discount can also be entered. 
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Sales Tax (GST) is shown red on the right hand side. This will show either GST Inclusive or GST 

Exclusive depending on the configuration of your system. This is a global setting based on your 

preferences when you installed the system. Prices should be entered according to this method. 

 

The tax rate shown will default based on your configuration (i.e. does GST apply in your region) and 

also the customer configuration (customers can be configured to be tax exempt). It can be changed 

on a line by line basis if required. 

 

It is possible to record details about the supplier of this part. To do so, click Enable Supplier Info and 

fill in the fields. This does not create an expense in Creditors. 

 

WASP allows you to hide lines on a job card. A hidden line does not show on invoices and does not 

impact the final price that a customer pays.  

3.2.2.5 Adding an Extra Line to a Job Card 

A Extra Item is an item that doesn’t fit in the other line types (Parts, Labour or Sublet). An example 

of this is environmental charges that you recover from your clients. They are defined in your Extras 

Catalogue (see 2.7 Editing the Extras Catalogue). When selecting to add an Extra Item to a Job Card, 

the following screen is displayed: 

 

We’ll look at each section of this screen below. 
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Firstly, you must specify the quantity of items to add to the Job Card (the default is 1). Next there is 

space to enter an Extras Catalogue code (see 2.7 Editing the Extras Catalogue). The code is optional. 

You can press the F2 Button if you want to do a lookup (see 1.5 Codes and Lookups). After this, you 

should type a description for your Extra item (if you didn’t look one up or if you want to override it).  

 

The sell price can either be entered or calculated. You can enter the unit price and mark-up and the 

sell price will be calculated. If the sell price is changed the mark-up rate will be recalculated (based 

on the cost price and sell price). A discount can also be entered. 

Sales Tax (GST) is shown red on the right hand side. This will show either GST Inclusive or GST 

Exclusive depending on the configuration of your system. This is a global setting based on your 

preferences when you installed the system. Prices should be entered according to this method.  

 

The tax rate shown will default based on your configuration (i.e. does GST apply in your region) and 

also the customer configuration (customers can be configured to be tax exempt). It can be changed 

on a line by line basis if required. 

 

It is possible to record details about the supplier of this part. To do so, click Enable Supplier Info and 

fill in the fields. This does not create an expense in Creditors. 

 

WASP allows you to hide lines on a job card. A hidden line does not show on invoices and does not 

impact the final price that a customer pays.  

3.2.3 Standard Jobs 

To be completed 

3.2.4 Hiding Job Card Lines 

WASP has a facility to hide Job Card Lines. Hidden lines are not shown on the customer’s invoice and 

do not impact the price that customer pays. These are useful when you have a fixed price item (like a 

flat rate service) and you need to add lines to it (e.g. parts) but don’t want to reduce the fixed price 

item’s price. In this scenario, all the additional lines are hidden. The hidden lines are effectively sold 

for $0. The cost of the hidden lines (e.g. stock) is taken care of in the normal manner. 

Because the hidden lines are effectively sold for nothing, this can have a distorting effect on your 

income and costing reports. For example, if the fixed price item is labour and the parts lines are 
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hidden, the labour sales figure for this job is effectively higher than it should be and the parts sales 

figure for this job is effectively zero. This balances out (i.e. total revenue is correct) but looked at in 

isolation, the figures are distorted. 

If you want to hide a line, there are 2 ways to do this; the first is on the Job Card Lines screen as 

shown below: 

 

On this screen you can press the Hide Item button (or Alt-H on the keyboard). This will mark the line 

as hidden (shown in light grey) as shown below: 

 

The second method to hide a line is to tick the checkbox when adding or changing a Job Card Line 

(see 3.2.2 Adding Lines to a Job Card). This is shown below: 

 

3.2.5 Printing a Job Card 

WASP has a facility to print a Job Card. The Job Card provides instructions on what the technician 

should do for the job. It also includes all the details about the vehicle and the customer. To print a 

Job Card, you must have already completed the Job Card Header (see 3.2 Creating a New Job Card). 

It is not a requirement to have any items (lines) on the job. If you have existing lines, they will be 

printed. Some people prefer to add the lines first to tell the technician exactly what they should do. 

Others just add some text when creating the Job Header (using the Instructions to Technician box) 

and leave the technician to tell them what they did and what parts they used (and adding these to 

WASP later). Regardless of your choice, the printed job card has plenty of blank space for the 

technician to add notes (either next to existing lines or at the bottom). 

To print a Job Card, you must be on the Job Card Lines screen and press the Print Job Card button 

(or the F3 key on the keyboard) as shown below: 
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When the report is generated, you will be shown the Print Preview (see 1.7 Print Preview). From this 

screen you can print, email or cancel the Job Card. 

3.2.6 Printing an Invoice 

When the job is completed, you will want to produce an invoice for your client. To print an invoice, 

just press the Print Invoice button (or F5 key on the keyboard) as shown below: 

 

When you press the Print Invoice button, you will see the following screen: 

 

The function of each of the buttons is as follows: 

Final Invoice (F5) Print the invoice for the current job. Raise an invoice in accounts 
and mark the job as complete (remove from WIP to History). 

Final Invoice and Payment (F6) Same as above but also prompt for payment details (i.e. customer 
wants to pay now). 

Pro Forma Invoice (F7) Prints a Pro Forma invoice. The job stays in WIP. A definition of 
Pro Forma Invoices can be found here: 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pro_forma#Invoices 

Test Invoice (F8) Prints an invoice but doesn’t raise an invoice in accounts or mark 
the job as completed. This is usually used to view what the invoice 
would look like if you were to print it. 

Change Debtor/Date (F9) Allows you to change the date of the invoice or the debtor that 
invoice will be charged to prior to printing the invoice. This 
function is only available to users logged in as Administrator. 

 

When the report is generated, you will be shown the Print Preview (see 1.7 Print Preview). From this 

screen you can print, email or cancel the Invoice printout. Cancelling does not cancel the invoice it 

only cancels the printout. 

3.3 Invoice Types 
When you first visit the Job Card Lines screen after creating a new Job Header (see 3.2.2 Adding 

Lines to a Job Card) you are shown the screen below: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pro_forma%23Invoices
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This allows you to specify the type of invoice you are creating. An explanation of all the invoice types 

is shown below: 

Credit A Credit (negative invoice used for refunds etc) 

Estimate Same as a Quote except, as its name implies, it can be subject to variation. 

History Data imported from a previous software system. Kept for reference only. 

Invoice The most common choice. This will eventually become an invoice that is 
charged to a customer. 

Quote A quotation which can be converted to an invoice if accepted (see 3.3.1 
Replicating (copying) Between Invoice Types) 

Stock/Internal A Stock/Internal invoice allows you to create an Invoice for either 
something for internal use or for the making of something that will become 
a stock item. No payable invoice or GST liability is generated but costs 
(including inventory) are accounted for. 

Warranty A Warranty invoice is used to warranty work. No payable invoice or GST 
liability is generated but costs (including inventory) are accounted for. 

 

Once you’ve chosen your invoice type you see it added to the smaller list at the top of the Job Lines 

screen as shown below: 

 

Each Job Card can have multiple invoices on it. For example, you could raise an invoice and once 

complete you can raise another invoice. Another example is raising a credit on a previously raised 

job card to give a partial refund). It’s also possible to have a quote or estimate that has been 

converted to an invoice (see 3.3.1 Replicating (copying) Between Invoice Types).  

Each Invoice type has its own Job Lines. For example, if you add a second invoice to an existing job 

card, it will have no lines and be ready to start a new invoice. Just click on the Invoice Type that you 

want to work on and you’ll see the lines for that Invoice Type. 

To the right of the Invoice Type list you will see some buttons; these buttons perform the following 

functions: 

Replicate Type This allows you to copy the lines from the currently highlighted Invoice Type to 
a new Invoice Type (e.g. Copy a Quote to an Invoice (see 3.3.1 Replicating 
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(copying) Between Invoice Types). 

Tag From Invoice This allows you selectively copy the lines from an Invoice. This is used for 
tagging which lines you wish to add from the last Invoice to the current Credit. 
The button is only visible when you are on a Credit Invoice Type. 

Merge Job Lines This allows you copy the lines from a quote to an invoice. This is used where 
you already have an invoice in progress (but not finalised) and then give the 
client a quote for additional work. When the client accepts this quote you can 
add (merge) the lines from the quote to current invoice prior to finalising the 
invoice.  This button is only visible when you are on an invoice and have 
quotes or estimates. 

Insert  Add a new Invoice Type to this job (e.g. add a credit to an existing invoice) 

Delete Delete an Invoice Type. You can only delete Invoice Types that have no lines. If 
your Invoice Type has lines, you must delete these first. 

 

3.3.1 Replicating (copying) Between Invoice Types 

Sometimes you need to be able to quickly copy the lines from one Invoice Type to another. A 

common use of this is where you’ve given a client a quote that they accept. You don’t want to have 

to retype the lines. Replication is the quickest way to do this. Replication can copy lines from any 

Invoice Type to any other.  

To start, you should be pointing to the Invoice Type that you want to copy from. Next you click on 

the Replicate Type button as shown below: 

 

Next you will see a screen asking you to select the Invoice Type that you want to copy to (as shown 

below): 

 

Once you have selected this, all lines will be copied from one Invoice Type to the other. The original 

lines will still be in the same location and an exact copy of the lines will be in the selected 

destination. Both Invoice Types will be identical. It is still possible to change both the original and 

copy (separately) until they are finalised (printed). 

 


